
EECS3311 Software Design (Fall 2020)

Q&A - Lecture Series W2

Tuesday, September 22



Q. Does the caching of the old expressions happen right 
after the syntax checks? 

Q. Somehow, the compiler checks the postconditions and 
before evaluating them, it finds all the uses of the old 
keyword and caches them before the implementation. Is 
this correct? 

Q. Is this why `old get (j.item)` doesn’t work? Since the 
postcondition has not been evaluated yet, `j` doesn’t 
receive an integer to work with.
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Use of old in across Expression in Postcondition

Hint: What value will be cached at runtime
       before executing the implementation of update?
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(old Current.deep_twin).get(j.item) 
vs.
old Current.deep_twin.get(j.item)

Use of old in across Expression in Postcondition

Q. Also, can't we just cache the 
a: ARRAY 
and check against that?
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Q. When would reference copy be appropriate? 
Is it just for primitive objects?

class ACCOUNT 
  owner: PERSON
  withdraw(...)
     ensure
         same_person: owner = old owner
         equal_person: owner ~ old owner.deep_twin
end
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Q. When would reference copy be appropriate? 
Is it just for primitive objects?

class ACCOUNT 
  owner: PERSON
  withdraw(...)
     ensure
         same_person: owner = old owner
         equal_person: owner ~ old owner.deep_twin
end
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Writing Postcondition: Exercise

is_positive (i: INTEGER): BOOLEAN
   do
      Result := i > 0
   ensure
      i > 0
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Writing Postcondition: Exercise

is_positive (x: INTEGER): BOOLEAN
   ensure
      case_1: x > 0 and Result = True
      case_2: x <= 0 and Result = False
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Writing Postcondition: Exercise

is_positive (x: INTEGER): BOOLEAN
   ensure
      if x > 0 then
         Result = True
      end
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